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SCALE EFFECT OF STORM SEWAGE OVERFLOW STRUCTURE 

S_Y_ UM 1 AND K.H.M. AU 2 

ABSTRACT 

This peper describes an Investigation Into the scale effect of model 
lIzes on the particle retention efficiency of the stilling pond type 
storm sewage overflows. The scaling criteria for model-prototype 
slmllllrity ware axamlned. Deta from preVious studies on seale effect 
ware rew-ed and enalysed and their ahOlfComlng. discussed. A 
qualitatIVe comparison of the present model results with the 
prototype data obtained by Saul (1977) war. presented end 
conffrmed the findings that en Increase In model liz. rlJSufted In a 
decrHse In the &ffIclency of a chamber. 

ABSTRAK 

l(arta8 kerla In! menghurelkan suatu panylasatan kesan skala sall
saa model ke atas kecekapan panahenan zarah oIeh struktur 
IImpehen kumbahen rlbut. lenls • stilling-pond'. Kriterla untuk 
mencapal keserupaan dl entare model dan contoh sulung talah 
dike/I. Data daripada penyelldlkan kebelakangan ke atas kesan skala 
taIah dlperlksa dan dlanallsls serta ke/emahen kerfa-kerfa tersebut 
telah dlblncangkan. Satu parbandlngan kual/tatlf dl entare keputusan 
darlpada kajlan mode"'nl dan data contoh sulung yang dlperolehl 
deri Saul (1977) telah dlkemukaken den mengesahken bahawa 
tambahan safz model menyebabken kekurengan de/em kecekapan 
untuk sesuatu IImpahen. 

INTRODUCTION 

In Il108l old cities, especially the larger cttles, the B8\/Ier8 Were 
constructed many years ago and consisted mainly 01 combined 
eysta1n8 In which one sewar accepts bolh fo~ sewage and surface 
water. During stOmlS, the dry weather flow (DWF) In the sewer wll be 
heevly dNuted wtth a larga quantity of Incoming storm run-off. This 
combined wastewater or stOml sewage becomes a burden to the 
treatment plant and excessive load has 10 ba by- passed or untreated, 
to a river, an astuary or the saa. As effona to achieve high water 
qualtty become more intensive, poftutlon problem 01 this type to our 
watercourses has become unacceptable. 
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The combined system and to a lesser extent the partially 
separate system, frequently make use of storm overflow structure to 
restrict the amount of sewage to be conveyed to treatment as a result 
of storm to a value which can be dealt with by the purification plant. 

Ideally, the storm overflow would start to spAI when the flow 
to treatmant reached a predetannlned maximum value. any excess 
then being splled with little foul content. almost all polluting material 
being passed to treatment. In practise. however, ~ Is Impossible to 
achieve such perlormance and the degree of control of both the 
discharge and the pollution load of the spUled sewage are the main 
criteria upon which potential overflow structure are assessed. 

To this end, numerous studies have been carried out to 
examine and develope the optimum design dimensions of overflow 
structure using hydraulic scale models (Sharpe and KJrkbr1de.1959; 
I.C.E.1967; Burrows and AI~ 1982). ConsIderable work on the 
quantitative comparison of the perlormance between different types 
of overflow models have also been conducted. (Halliwell and Saul. 
1980; Burrows and All, 1982). 

The common practice for most of these work Is to bund the 
model as large as possible In the laboratory. This Is plausible as tests 
conducted on a bigger model would give a baiter picture of the actual 
behaviour in the prototypa situation than a smaller model. In the latter 
case. scale effect due to model size may arise and tts effect has to be 
examined befOl:e the model results could be Interpreted with 
confidence to predict the prototype sttuatlon. 

In an earlier study, All. Burrows and Um (1982) presented 
some results on scale effect using four geometrically slmUar models. 
The efficiency results showed that an Increase In the model size 
resulted In a decrease In elficJency. This conclusion contradicted the 
findings of Frederick (1967). He reported that the smaller model gave 
lower efficiency results than the larger model. 

In this paper, an attempt was made to clarify this confusion. 
Further tests have been conducted and some of these results were 
used to compare with the prototype results obtained by Saul (1977). 
The efficiency results from past studies were also analysed and their 
shortcomings discussed. 

SCAUNG CRITERIA AND DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 

The approach to assess the performance of a storm overflow model 
by many investigators (Sharpe and K1rkbrlde.1959; I.C.E.1967) Is first 
to establish steady now conditions, Inject a batch of synthetic 
particles and record the number of losses during a lest run of a 
particular duratiorl This method provides a convenient and 
nondlmenslonal rn.sure of the efficiency" of the chamber. which Is 
defined as the proportion of particles not discharged through the 
overflow pipe. 
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The How of water In a storm ovarftlM, such as the stilling 
pond type shown In Fig (1) Is a gravity phenomenon and thus 
Froudlan scaling law sho~d be adopted. If m refers to the model and 
p refers to the prototype, geometric simlarlty requires thet 

(1) 

where 0 Is the diameter of the Inlet pipe and Q Is the scale ratio. All 
linear dimensions can be scaled quite easily according to Eq. (1) 

For kinematic similarity, the How pattem at a jJanlcular point 
In the model must be similar and correspond to that occurring In the 
prototype situation. If only steady-flow conditions are considered, 
then the dynamic flow similarity, based on the Froude number may be 
fulfilled without much dlfllculty,l.e, 

or 

u /U = Q 1/2 P m 

(28) 

(2b) 

In Eq 2(a), g Is the acceleration due to gravity and U Is the 
mean Inlet pipe velocity. With Eq 2(b) as the scaling criterion for flow, 
It Is Immediately clear that the viscous forces and the surface tension 
forces will be Incorrectly represented. The effect of these two forces 
will be Insignificant If the flow regime In the pipe Is mainly turbulent 
and the Reynolds number UO/v where II Is the kinematic viscosity, 
exceeds 2000. 

When representative panlculate of the storm sewage Is added 
to the flow, the problem becomes a two-phase flow situation In which 
the flow conditions together with the cheracterlstlcs of the panlcutate 
. need to be considered. If spherical panicles ara Introduced, then the 
panicles may be defined by Its diameter d and terminal velocity W. 

It hes been shown (All, Burrows and Um,l982) that the 
dimensionless panicle parameter Co 1/2W /U, first used by Frederick 
and Markland (1967) and based on the ratio of buoyancy to Inenla 
forces experienced by the panicle as It enters the chamber, can be 
used In unifying the efficiency results for a wide range of flows and 
panicle diameters, where CD Is the drag coefficent of the panicle. A 
typical set of this scheme of plotting Is as shown In Fig. 4. 

The distribution of the panicles as It enters the overflow 
chamber can also have a marked Influence on Its subsequent 
distribution. This distribution may be defined by the characteristics of 
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the particle and the latellll diffusion coeff1cIents. E for the flow In the 
pipe. According to Saul (1977) as long as the Reynolds number In the 
model Is high. then E will be representative of 8 prototype sttuatlon 
and .s exact value Is not important. 

In an actual overflow structure the ftow will be unsteady 
during the passage of a storm. Thus. W fuH simulation Is desired. the 
storm flow hydrogreph has to be scaled accordl~ In the model. 
Some success In this area has been obtained by Saul and Delo 
(1982). In the present work • • was decided that. for the comparative 
testing programme envisaged. 8 deflntte measuring period woutd be 
applied to aIItes! runs to determine the particle retention eftlclency for 
a particular model size. The time scaling factor may be expressed as 

(38) 

or 

T T Q 1/2 
p/ m = (3b) 

Summarising. therefore we can expeclthe efficiency to be a function 
of the various dimensionless parameters listed as follows: 

,., = f(q/Q.d/D.H/D. pUD/". U2/gO. pU20fiT.Co 1/2W/U.gT2 fl) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

.......... (4) 

where Q Is the quantity of water entering the chamber and q Is the 
quantity leaving to treatment. p Is density. tI Is viscosity and (1 Is the 
surface tension. H Is the water level In the chamber. L Is the length of 
chamber and all other variables have been defined previously. In 
Eq. (4).terms (4). (5) and (6) are forms of Reynolds. Froude and Weber 
numbers respectively. 

PREVIOUS STUOIES 

A detaled literature survey showed that there Is little work being done 
on the effect of model sizes on the performance of storm water 
overflows (Um 1985). 

Sharpe and KJrkbrIde (1959) perfonned some tests on two 
geometrically sImIar models of the stRling pond with an end-weir type 
overflows. The Inlet diameters. 0 01 the two models were 0.152 m and 
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0 .076 m respectively. The Inflow rates were scaled according to 
Eq.(2b) . From their paper it was not clear whether they considered a 
slmDar variation of the surcharge ratio, HID between the two models. 
No mention was made regarding the size of the particles used. It 
does appear that the particle size was not scaled correctly. The 
efficiency results from these two tests were presented In the form of" 
versus the Boussinesq number, U 2/(gO/2). They found that there 
exists a critical inlet velocity, U for the two models above which It was 
difficult to create a favourable ftow condltlona for the sliling pond 
chamber to perlorm satlsfactorly. This corresponds to a Bousslnesq 
number of 0.867 or an equivalent Froucle number, U 2/g0 equals to 
0.613. 

Flg.2 shows Sharpe and Kirkbride's results re-plotted in the 
form of" versus U 2/g0. Two smooth CUNes ara drawn through the 
data points. This figure Indicates the efficiency decreases slightly with 
the Increase in model size. II should be pointed out that the term d 10 
(Eq.4) was not scaled correctly. 

Frederick and Markland (1967) also examined scale effects In 
three geometrically slmUar models of the stUling pond type with a 
siphon overflow. They concluded lhatthe efficiency raslAts Increased 
slightly as the model size was Increased. Close examination of their 
results revealed that the terms gT 2 II.. dID and U 2 IgO In Eq. (4) were 
not scaled correclly for each model size. For aU three models the 
measuring period was 2 minutes and flow Froucle numbers were not 
kepi the same In all the models, as can be seen In FIg.3. The largest 
model ( 0=8 In.) used a comparatively smaUer range of Froucle 
numbers (Fr < 0.363) than the medium size model (0 c 41n., Fr 
< 1.466) or the smallest model (0 = 1 In., Fr < 1.441). 

FIg.3 also shows that dID varies considerably for the three 
models. For the largest model, dID Is 0.055 whereas II Is 0.11 and 
0.22 for the medium and the smallest models respectively. Studies by 
Halliwell and Saul (1980) and All, Burrows and lim (1982) have shown 
conclusively that dID had lillie effect 0/1 the efficiency restAts 
provided that It did not exceed about 0.07. For the same value of 
W N, the bigger particles recorded hlger efficiency than the smaller 
O/1es. 

From the above discussion, it Is clear that the efficiency 
results obtained by Sharpe and Kirkbride and those of Frederick and 
Markland for different scaled model sizes were not compared under 
identical condllions explaining, therefore, the conflicting conclusions. 

In the present investigations, great care was taken to ensure 
that the efficiency results from different model sizes were com~red 
under identical conditions. To this end, the tanns dID, HID, U /gO, 
gT 2/L In ,Eq.(4) were kept the same for all the models. The 
experiments and the results are described beklw. 
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND PROCEDURE 

The procedure and the models were slmUar to those reported by All, 
Burrows and Um (1982).Two out of the four geometrically slmUar 
models were used In this study and had lnIIow pipe diameters of 
O.14Om and 0.050m. The detaRs and dimensions of the largest one are 
given In FIg. la. 

Special red sealing wax was used to obtain buoyant spherical 
particles ranging In diameter from 1 to 2Omm. These particles were 
made of B.D.H.· Slra' adhesive wax, which has a specific gravity of 
0.98. The material was weighed to give a sphere of the requlred 
diameter and shaped Into spherical form by rubbing between the 
hands. The rising velocities of aa the particles were obtained using a 
2 metre long vertical cylinder. Great care was taken to control the 
water temperalufe. 

Fig t (b) shows a schematic sketch of the laboratory set up. 
As the objective was to compare the perfonnance of different sized 
models, It was decided to Ignore the dry weather flow from the 
chamber since this Is often small In relation to total flow rates during 
severe rainstorms. This assumption eliminates the flow ratio I.e.term 
(1) In Eq. (4). 

A constant head arrangement was used for all the models 
and discharges were measured volumetrically. The procedure used 
to determine the efficiency for each model under steady flow 
conditions was slmDar for all runs. After setting the flow rate and 
water level In the chamber to the desired value, a belch of 15 or 20 
particles of the same diameter was Injected at the upstream end of 
the Inflow pipe. The time at which each particle was lost from the 
chamber was noted. At. the end of a predetermined time period, the 
separation of particles was recorded as those that have tost tlvough 
the overflow pipe and those remaining In the chamber. A minimum of 
5 runs or the equivalent of 100 pertlcles through the Inflow pipe were 
conducted for each flow condition and particle size. The overall 
behaviour of the particle can be described by the efficiency of 
retention,,, ' defined as the percentage of particles remaining In the 
chamber to those Injected. 

EXPERtMENTAL RESULTS 

As stated earlier, the experiments have been conducted by keeping 
terms (I), (2), (3) and (8) In Eq.(4) constant between the two 
models.Assuming that the out of scale effects of viscosity (term 4) and 
surface tension (term 6) can be neglected, Eq.(4) becomes 

(5) 
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Fig.4 shows a typical set of results plotted In the form of Eq.(S) . Eight 
particle diameters were used In these tests. This figure clearly shows 
the unifying charecterlstlcs of using Co 1/2 W /U as tha main parameter 
In the presentlon of efficiency results for a given size of overflow. 

FIg.S gives a direct comparison of efficiency results between 
the two models. In FIg.S the particle sizes used were also Included to 
show their geometric slmlarltles. This figure shows that for 
eo1/2W/U less than 0.18, efficiency Increases with the decrease in 
model size. This result Is similar to the findings of All, Burrows and 
Um (1982), which Is shown in FIg.6. Hence, efficiency results from 
model tests will give an optimistic view of the performance of a large 
scale prototype. Care should be exercised when such· data are used 
to assess the prototype behaviour. It should be remembered that the 
effects of viscosity and surface tension have not been considered In 
Eq.(S).ln order to minimise the effects of these two forces, II Is 
Important that models should be buYt as large as possible. 

In an attempt to give further evidence to the above findings, 
some of the results from Flg.S have been used to compare with the 
prototype data of Saul (1977). 

In so far as the authors are aware, the only previous work on 
prototype efficiency measurements was that carried out by Ackers, 
Brewer, Blrkbeck and Gameson (1967) using crude sewage. In SatA's 
case, weighed wooden beads of 2S.4mm diameter and paper towels 
of the HI FI type cut out to a size of 300 mm square were used. The 
main objective was to assess the ability of a full size, stilling pond type 
storm overflow to • separate out' the simulated gross sewage solids 
under steady flow conditions. Because of the difflcultles of access, a 
proportion of the • beads' Introduced were not recovered In some of 
the tests. 

F1g.7 shows comparison between SatA's prototype and his 
nearest possible model results. In the figures, lhe prototype results 
are shown In histogram form and the two efficiency curves are from 
the model tests. Examinations of the results revealed that with 
respect to the total flowrate, flow ratio and position of the baffle plate, 
Saul's prototype and model test conditions were not identical. The 
eflect of the particle size was also not considered, as for exact 
comparison, the prototype particles should have been 60 mm 
diameter. However, In general, Saul stated that the cOO1parison of the 
results was good for the rising particles. The large differences 
observed for particles with a fall terminal velocity In the range of 6-10 
cm/s was attributed to the fact that a large number of rags were 
retrieved from the throttle fUter. Saul explained that these rags may 
have caused a partial blockage of the throttle pipe during the test. 

Saul concluded that reasonable overall agreement was 
observed between the elflclency histograms for the prototype and the 
corresponding efficiency curves predicted by the model tests. 
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In the following treatment, the present model results were 
compared wtth Saul's work. It Is clear that exact comparison wtth the 
prototype results was not possible. However, tt Is stnl possible to 
obtain a reasonable comparison since both the prototype and the 
present models were deslgned approximately to the 
recommendations of Sharpe and Kirkbride (1959) . The detals of the 
model - prototype slmlartties are shown In Table 1. It can be seen that 
the model-prototype slmlarttles were quite close In terms of the 
particle charecterlstlcs (d, WI and the measurement perlods. It Is clear 
that the present model Is larger In size than Saul's prototype, 
particularly the width of the chamber, being about twice thet of the 
prototype. However, Sharpe and Kltkbrlde have found that beyond a 
certain value (their recommended value was 2.50) the width of 
chamber has little effect on the efficiency. In SaU's work, the water 
level In the chamber was not mentioned, tt Is however, assumed that 
the surcharge ratio was small. 

Flg.8 shows the comparison of the model and the prototype 
efficiency results plotted In the form of'l against U 2/g0 . It should be 
pointed out that only the rise particle results are compared. FIg.8 
demonstrates that the model resuits give a generally higher efficiency 
than the prototype, especially when compared wtth the Model M-50 
results. It Is interesting to note that the results of the large model (U-
140) are reasonably close to the prototype values for Ii /gO from 0.22 
to 0.25. This suggests that that tt Is Important to build the model as 
large as possible In order to predict accurately the performance of the 
prototype. 

From Table (I), It can be seen that the throttle (DWF) flow for 
the prototype and the model Is different (prototype q - 0.14 m 3/s, 
model q - 0). Saul (1977) and Frederick and Markland (1967) found 
that the efficiency results generally Increased with the Increase In the 
throttle flow. An empirical equation has been suggested by Frederick 
and Markland to take Into account the effect of the flow ratio, q/Q 
which has the form 

(6) 

where '11 K efficiency of partlch~s when the throttle flow Is blocked 
Ie.q=o. 

Using Eg. (6) the results of Model M-I40 were calculated to 
give an equal throttle flow between the model and the prototype. 
FIg.8 shows that higher efficiency Is obtained wtth the throttle pipe 
opened. The above comparison confirms the authors' earlier results 
that the efficiency results Increased wtth the decrease In model size. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions can be drawn frOm the present 
Investigations: 

1. Experimental findings of past Investigations on scale efIect of 
overflow chambers have been conflicting and misleading 
because the tests have not been conducted under identical 
conditions. 

2. This work has shown that the efIIclency of the overflow 
chambers decreases with the Increase In model size. This 
Indicates that the efficiency results of scale model tests wDI 
give a somewhat optimistic view of the performance of a large 
scale prototype. Hence, caution should be applied when 
such results are used to assess the prototype performance. 

3. Comparison of the model results with Saul's prototype data 
gives encouraging results. The efficiency of the model was 
.found to be higher than the prototype. 

4. It has been assumed that the scale efIects of viscosity and 
surface tension forces are negligible. It Is recommended that 
models should be built as large as Is feasible so as to 
minimise the Influence of these two forces. Further work 
should be carried out to assess their combined efIect on the 
performance of storm sewage overflows. 

NOTATION 

B Breadth of chamber 

C D Drag coefficient of particle 

D Diameter of Inlet pipe 

d Diameter of spherical particle 

E Lateral diffusion coefficient for flow In the Inlet 
pipe 

f Function of the efficiency 

g Acceleration due to gravity 
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H Depth 01 water In the chamber 

h Height oIlICum board above Invert 

L Length 01 chamber 

Distance betWeen scum board and overtIow waif 

m SuIIIx referring to the model 

p Height 01 overflow weir above Invert 

p SuIIIx referring to the prototype 

Q Quantlty 01 water entering the chamber per second 

q Quantity 01 water leaving to treatment per second 

S specmc gravity of particle 

T Measuring period 

U IWM:8Q8 velocity oIlIuld In the Inlet pipe 

W Rising velocity of particle In stUI water 

a Scale ratio 

" Efficiency, defined as the fraction 01 particles 
Introduced through the Inlet pipe not discharged 
through the oUllet pipe. 

/I Dynamic viscosity 01 water 

p Density 01 water 

a Surface tension 
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oj TOTAL PL01IlIIITBII '" 0.888 ... '.-1 PLOW UTIO '" 0.S1I9 

II .1 I • • •. 11 l' 10 
RISE FALL 

TERMINAL VELOCITY (om/.eo) 

b) TOTAL FLOWRATE = O.OOS mS.-1 now RATIO = 0.211 

RISE FALL 

TERIlINAL VELOCITY (om/seo) 

.ftlot.....,. UOU!IlIDc .u 'loot' b .. da p..- 0"'" 

the cmnflcnr 

."'''''''7 UOU!IlIDc .u 'loot' _da p ... "" to 
_tm_t 

S!Iceled total IIcnrrate '" 0.l1li2 ... S.-1 

~ now raUo " 0.312 

S hal"" total lIowrate '" O.88S ... 3.-1 

~ now raUo " 0.000 

S!Iceled total lIowrote '" 0.708 ... S.-l 
~ now raUo '" 0.158 

Figure 7 Comparison of Model and Prototype Results 
(After Saul, 1977) 
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Table 1; Comparison for Model and Prototype SlmJlarltles 

Description Prolotype Model 

Inlet pipe diameter O(em) 108.0 14.0 5.0 

Chamber length Ls 3.70 4.60 4.60 

Chamber width B 2.2D 4.30 4.30 

Distance from scum 
board to weir 1 050 0.460 0.460 

Height of scum 0.57D-
board h 0.800 0.640 0.640 

Water level in 
the chamber H nol clear 1.330 1.330 

Throttle flow q(m3/s) 0.14 0 0 

Measuring period 
(scaled) T(Min) 15.0 14.0 14.0 

Particle size d 0.0240 0.030 0.030 
rise velocity W(em/s) 12-14 1286 -
(scaled) W(em/s) 6-8 - 7.44 

Particle size d 0.0240 O.OlSO -
rise velocity W(ed/s) 6-8 5.60 -
(scaled) 
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Figure 8 Comparison of Prototype and Model 
Efficiency Results. 
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